VIDEO RESOURCES FOR THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE POSITION UPDATE

Related sections of the study are noted in parenthesis after each entry.
Additional resources may be found at the end of each section of the study.

A PUBLIC FORUM ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM—LWV OF OAK PARK RIVER FOREST
https://youtu.be/YdWIEK8_Xck
Introduced by President Beverly Graham, Speakers are: Ben Ruddell, ACLU, Sharlyn Grace, Chicago Community Bond Fund, Michelle Mbekeani, Cook County States Attorney’s office, Brandon Johnson, Cook County Commissioner. 90 minutes
(Pretrial Procedures, Emerging Adults, Sentencing Laws and Procedures)

EVENT AT ST. CHRYSOSTOM: CONFRONTING THE MORAL CRISIS OF MASS INCARCERATION
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2ZYmD3yw9RsoMo1_jXA/videos?disable_popolymer=1
Eighteen presentations on different aspects of the criminal justice system. The length of each is noted on the link.

HOW NORWAY DESIGNED A MORE HUMANE PRISON —4 Minutes, 30 seconds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5v13wrVEQ2M
(IDOC: Incarceration, Mandatory Supervised Release)

HOW TO UNDERSTAND THE PRISON POPULATION AND TO CONTROL IT
https://www.youtube.com/embed/2tqlbIAhXUQ
The animated video is 2 minutes, 22 seconds.
(IDOC: Incarceration, Mandatory Supervised Release)

THE INJUSTICE OF PRETRIAL SERVICES IN COOK COUNTY—
https://chicagobond.org/pretrial/ 8 minutes
(Pretrial Procedures)

MASS INCARCERATION AN ANIMATED SERIES
https://www.aclu.org/issues/smart-justice/mass-incarceration/mass-incarceration-animated-series
The stories of three people whose experiences show the toll that an abusive and unjust criminal system takes on individuals, families, and communities.
Videos are:
Lavette Mayes, 2 minutes 15 seconds;
Jason Hernandez, 2 minutes 25 seconds;
Johnny Perez 2 minutes 20 seconds.
A prose account accompanies the videos.
(Pretrial Procedures, Emerging Adults, Sentencing Laws and Procedures)
NATIONAL LAW ENFORCEMENT SUMMIT ON CRIME
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RbA5HKngb7s&index=1&list=PLNCJQylwXmebp_NxMzlFF7VO9QogDBB
Opening Keynoters: Ronal Serpas, Executive Director of Law Enforcement Leaders to Reduce Crime and Incarceration introduces and Mark Holden, Koch Industries, and Eric Holder, Attorney General in Obama Administration. 29.32 minutes
These presentations are in separate recordings but are found adjacent to the opening keynote.
Police panel moderated by Jake Tapper from CNN. 1:15:51
Prosecutor panel moderated by Mark Holden 1:08:14
Closing Keynoter: Mark Holden introduces Sally Yates United States Deputy Attorney General and Acting Attorney General in the Obama Administration. Preceding her remarks are final remarks from Ronal Serpas. 23.06 minutes
(Policing, Sentencing Laws and Procedures--prosecutors)

THE NEW ASYLMS
A Frontline PBS video (2005): on prisons as the new asylums for the mentally ill. 54 minutes 32 seconds
https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/film/showsasylums/
(IDOC: Incarceration, Mandatory Supervised Release)

QUAD CITY TV STATION CHANNEL 8: NO CASH BAIL PRO AND CON—3 MINUTES
(Prettrial Procedures)

REIMAGINING JUSTICE – FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS, EXAMINING BEST PRACTICES CENTERED AROUND HUMAN DIGNITY IN GERMANY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K0JnqpspGFY 8 minutes 21 seconds
Emerging Adults, Sentencing Laws and Procedures, IDOC: Incarceration, Mandatory Supervised Release)

SITUATION OF WOMEN IN PRISON
A public briefing (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights)  2:49
The video is accompanied by an article from the Chicago Reporter which includes links to a 2018 investigation by The Chicago Reporter, NPR, and the Medill School of Journalism at Northwestern University. Also there is a link to the Commission’s report that resulted from the briefing. One of the featured speakers in the video is Jessica Pupovac who was lead reporter for the Chicago Reporter report. Her testimony begins at 24.31 and continues to 31.40 in the video. The entire video is 2 hours and 49 minutes.
(Gender-Responsive Approach for all Offenders, Sentencing Laws and Procedures)
TRANSGENDER PEOPLE IN PRISON: A REPORT AND A VIDEO

https://www.nbcnews.com/feature/nbc-out/transgender-women-are-nearly-always-incarcerated-men-s-putting-many-n1142436

The link includes both an article and a video (6 minutes 21 seconds.) The reporter, Kate Sosin, is the daughter of a member of our criminal justice update committee, Susan Sosin. Though the report focuses on California, the situation nationwide is addressed. (Gender-Responsive Approach for all Offenders, Sentencing Laws and Procedures

VIDEO ON RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
Restorative Justice: Why Do We Need It? Brave New Films 3 minute animated video

WE ARE WITNESSES: A PROJECT OF WBEZ AND THE MARSHALL PROJECT
WE ARE WITNESSES: CHICAGO is an immersive short-video series presenting intimate portraits of Chicagoans who have been touched by the criminal justice system. Produced by The Marshall Project in partnership with Kartemquin Films and Illinois Humanities, these films explore the nature of crime, punishment and forgiveness. https://www.themarshallproject.org/we-are-witnesses/chicago
(individuals share their personal experiences with violence—includes a mother of a child convicted of murder, a victim, a warden, and others.)

WELCOME TO “THE ZO.”
From the Marshall Project, these 3 short films focus on life in prison: Induction (5:29); Adaptation (4:21); Retaliation (5:16)
(IDOC: Incarceration, Mandatory Supervised Release)

WHAT A WORLD WITHOUT PRISONS WOULD LOOK LIKE
https://www.ted.com/talks/deanna_van_buren_what_a_world_without_prisons_could_look_like#t-139699 15:11
Accompanying article: What Would A World Without Prisons Look Like? The architect Deanna Van Buren designs civic spaces that are healing alternatives to correctional facilities. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/06/arts/design/prison-architecture.html?referringSource=articleShare
(IDOC: Incarceration, Mandatory Supervised Release, creating spaces more conducive to Restorative Justice)

MOVIES:
When They See Us (TV Mini-Series 2019) - IMDb www.imdb.com › title — Ava DuVernay
(film is about the Central Park Five; Policing, Sentencing Laws and Procedures)
(Bias in the Criminal Justice System)

If Beale Street Could Talk https://www.imdb.com/title/tt7125860/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
(film is based on the book by James Baldwin; Policing, Sentencing Laws and Procedures) (Bias in the Criminal Justice System)
Fruitvale Station  [https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2334649/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1](https://www.imdb.com/title/tt2334649/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1)
(Bias in the Criminal Justice System)